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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

The notions of compactness and connectedness 

are useful and fundamental notions of not only 

general topology but also of other advanced 

branches of mathematics. Many researchers have 

investigated the basic properties of compactness 

and connectedness. The productivity of these 

notions of compactness and connectedness 

motivated mathematicians to generalize these 

notions. b-open[1] sets are introduced by 

Andrijevic in 1996. The class of b-open sets 

generates the same topology as the class of pre-

open sets. K.Rekha & T.Indira [6] introduced *b-

open sets and *b-closed sets in the year 2012. 

S.S.Benchalli and Priyanka M.Bansali [3] 

introduced gb-compactness & gb-connectedness in 

topological spaces in the year 2011. The aim of this 

paper is to introduce the concept of *b-

compactness & *b-connectedness in topological 

spaces and is to give some characterizations of *b-

compact spaces. 

 

2. PRELIMINARIES 

 

Throughout this paper ),( X , ),( Y

are topological spaces with no separation axioms 

assumed unless otherwise stated. Let XA . The 

closure of A and the interior of A will be denoted 

by )(Acl and )int(A respectively. 

 

Definition: 2.1 A subset A of a space X is said to 

be b-open [1] if A ⊆ Cl(Int(A))∪ Int(Cl(A)) 

The complement of b-open set is said to be b-

closed. The family of all b-open sets (respectively 

b-closed sets) of ),( X is denoted by ),( XbO

(respectively ),( Xbcl ). 

 

Definition: 2.2 A subset A of a space X is said to 

be *b-open [6] if  A ⊆ Cl(Int(A))∩ Int(Cl(A)) 

The complement of *b-open set is said to be *b-

closed. The family of all *b-open sets (respectively 

*b-closed sets) of ),( X is denoted by 

),(* XbO  

(respectively ),(* Xbcl ). 

 

Definition: 2.3 Let A be a subset of X . Then  

(i) b -interior of A is the union of all b-open sets 

contained in A . 

(ii) b -closure of A is the intersection of all b-

closed sets containing A . 

(iii)* b -interior of A is the union of all *b-open 

sets contained in A . 

(iv)* b -closure of A is the intersection of all *b-

closed sets containing A . 

 

Definition:2.4 [3] A collection IA }{ of subsets 

of a topological space X is said to be a gb - open 

cover for X if XA
I







and A are gb -open 

sets in X for each I . 

Definition:2.5 [3] A space X is said to be gb - 

compact if every gb - open cover }{ A of X

contains a finite sub collection that also covers X . 

Definition: 2.6 [3] A topological spaces X is said 

to be gb -connected if X cannot be expressed as a 

disjoint union of two non-empty gb -open sets. A 

subset of X  is gb -connected if it is gb -

connected as a subspace. 

Definition: 2.7 A function YXf : is said to 

be *b-continuous [8] if )(1 Vf 
is *b-closed in 

X for every closed set V ofY . 
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Definition: 2.8 A function YXf : is said to 

be *b-irresolute [8] if )(1 Vf 
is *b-closed in X

for every *b-closed set V ofY . 

3.  * b -COMPACTNESS 

Definition: 3.1 A collection IA }{ of subsets of 

a topological space X is said to be a *b- open 

cover for X if XA
I







and A are *b-open 

sets in X for each I . 

Definition: 3.2 A space X is said to be *b-

compact if every *b-open cover }{ A of X

contains a finite sub collection that also covers X . 

Theorem: 3.3  Let Y be a subspace of X .Then 

Y is *b-compact if and only if every covering of 

Y by sets *b-open in X contains a finite sub 

collection coveringY . 

Proof: 

Let Y be a subspace of X .Suppose that Y is *b-

compact. 

To prove: Every covering of Y by sets *b-open in 

X contains a finite sub collection coveringY . 

Let )( AV    be a covering of Y by sets *b-

open in X .  A is*b-open in X .   

YA  is *b-open in Y .   The collection 

)}(*/{1 XbOAYAV   is covering of 

Y by sets *b-open in Y .Since Y is *b-compact. 

There exists a finite sub collection 

YAYAYA
n
  ...,,,

21
from 1V such 

that 

YYAYAYA
n

 )(...)()(
21 

 

YYAAA
n

 )...(
21        

n
AAAY   ...

21
 

 }...,,,{
21 n

AAA  covers Y .

}...,,,{
21 n

AAA  is a finite sub collection of 

V that coversY . 

Conversly, Suppose that every covering of Y by 

sets *b-open in X contains a finite sub collection 

coveringY . 

To prove: Y is *b-compact 

 Let }{ B be a covering of Y by sets *b-open in

Y . B is*b-open in Y .  a *b-open set A in 

X such that YAB   .  AB  for 

each  . 

 AB   

Since }{ B is a cover for Y .

 ABY   

}{ A isa cover forY by sets *b-open in X . 

By our assumption there exists a finite sub 

collection 
n

AAA  ...,,,
21

coveringY . 

That is 
n

AAAY   ...
21

. 

YYAAA
n

 )...(
21   

That is  

YYAYAYA
n

 )(...)()(
21 

 

That is YBBB
n
  ...

21
,  

Since YAB
ii
   

 }...,,,{
21 n

BBB  is a finite sub collection 

of }{ B that coversY . 

  Every *b-open covering of Y has a finite sub 

collection coveringY . 

 Therefore Y is *b-compact. 

Theorem: 3.4  Every *b-closed subspace of a *b-

compact space is *b-compact. 

 

Proof: 

Let X be a *b-compact space and Y be a *b-

closed subspace of X . 

To prove: Y is *b-compact. 

Let }{ B be a *b-open cover for Y . B is *b-

open in Y  there exists a *b-open set A in X

such that YAB   .  AB  for all   

  AB  . }{ B is a *b-open cover for 

Y . 

 ABY   

 }{ AV  is a *b-open cover for Y with *b-

open sets in X . 

Since Y is *b-closed in X . Therefore, YX  is 

*b-open in X . 

Consider )}{(1 YXVV  . 1V is a *b-open 

cover for X  

Since X is *b-compact. There exists a finite sub 

collection ,...},{
212  AAV  from 1V that 

covers X .Let )}{(23 YXVV  . That is 

2VYX  discard it. Now 3V covers Y  

2V is finite    3V  is finite. 

},...,,{
213 n

AAAV  is a finite  

sub collection that covers Y . 
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YAAA
n
  ...

21
 

YYAAA
n

 )...(
21   

YBBB
n
  ...

21
 

where YAB
ii
   

 },...,,{
21 n

BBB  is a finite sub collection 

that covers Y  

  Every *b-open covering of Y has a finite sub 

collection coveringY . 

Therefore, Y is *b-compact. 

Theorem: 3.5 A *b-continuous image of a *b-

compact space is compact. 

Proof: 

Let YXf : be a *b-continuous map from a 

*b-compact space X onto a topological space Y . 

To prove: Y is compact 

Let IA }{ be an open covering of Y .   Each 

A is an open subset of Y . Since f is *b-

continuous.  )(1

Af 
is *b-open in X . Then 

IAf 



 )}({ 1
is a *b-open cover of X . 

Since X is *b-compact. It has a finite sub cover 

say  )(),...,(),( 1

2

1

1

1

nAfAfAf 
 

Since f is on-to.  nAAA ,...,, 21 is a finite 

cover of Y .    Every open cover of Y has a 

finite sub cover. Therefore, Y is compact. 

Theorem: 3.6 If a map YXf : is *b-

irresolute and a subset B of X is *b-compact 

relative to X , then the image )(Bf is *b-

compact relative to Y . 

Proof: 

Let IA }{ be any collection of *b-open subsets 

ofY such that },{)( IABf    

}),({ 1 IAfB    .  

Then }),({ 1 IAfB    . By hypothesis 

B is *b-compact relative to X . Therefore,   a 

finite subset 0I  of I 

}),({ 0

1 IAfB     

Therefore we have },{)( 0IABf   . 

Here },{ 0IA  is a finite sub collection of 

},{ IA  which covers )(Bf .  )(Bf is 

*b-compact relative to Y . 

4.  *b-CONNECTEDNESS 

Definition:4.1 Let X be a topological space. A *b-

separation of X is a pair BA, of disjoint non-

empty *b-open subsets of X whose union is X . 

That is BAX    

where   BABA ,, & BA, are *b-

open subsets of X . 

Note: 4.2 

Suppose that A  and B form a *b-separation of 

X . 

That is BAX  , where BA, are *b-open 

subsets of X and disjoint.  A and B are 

both*b-open and *b-closed. Since A  and B are 

*b-closed. 

AAbcl  )(* and BBbcl )(*  

 BABAbcl )(*  

 BAABbcl )(*  

Hence  )(* BbclA and  )(* AbclB . 

Definition: 4.3 Two subsets A and B of a 

topological space X are said to be *b-separated if 

  BA , and  )(* BbclA and

 )(* AbclB . 

Definition: 4.4 A topological space X is said to be 

*b-disconnected if BAX  ,where A  and B
are any two non-empty *b-separated sets. 

Thus, X is *b-disconnected if  

(i) BAX   
(ii)  ))(*())(*( AbclBBbclA

 

Definition: 4.5 A topological space X is said to be 

*b-connected if it is not *b-disconnected.  

Example: 4.6 

Let },,,{ dcbaX  ; 

 

}},,{},,,{},,{},{},{,,{ dcbdcadcdcX  

The collection of *b-open sets of X = 

}},,{},,,{},,,{},,{},{},{,,{ dcbdcadbadcdcX 

 

Let }{cA  & },,{ dbaB  be non-empty *b-

open subsets of X  

BAXBA  &  

 A & B form a *b-separation of X  

Example: 4.7 

The collection of *b-closed sets of X = 

}}{},{},{},,{},,,{},,,{,,{ abcbacbadbaX 

Since }{cA   }{)(* cAbcl  & 

},,{ dbaB   },,{)(* dbaBbcl   

 )(* BbclA and  )(* AbclB  

 A & B form a *b-separation of X  

Example: 4.8 

Let },,{ cbaX  ; }},{},{,,{ caaX    
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The collection of *b-open sets of X = 

}},{},,{},{,,{ cabaaX   

Let }{aA  & },{ baB  are non-empty *b-

open subsets of X .  

BAXaBA  &}{   

The space X is not *b-separated 

 X is *b-connected. 

Theorem: 4.9  Let C be a *b-connected subset of 

a topological space X . Let BAX   , where 

A and B are *b-separated subsets of X .Then 

either AC  or BC  . 

Proof: 

Let C be a *b-connected subset of X and

BAX  . BAXC  . 

BAC   

)( BACC   

)()( BCACC  ………….(1) 

Since A and B are *b-separated sets.  Hence 

 )(* BbclA and  )(* AbclB  

Since C is *b-connected. Hence,  AC  or 

BC [From (1)] 

Therefore, BC  or AC   

Theorem: 4.10 Let }:{ C be a family of 

*b-connected subsets of a topological space X
such that 





C .Then 


CC


 is *b-

connected. 

Proof: 

 Let }:{ C be a family of *b-connected 

subsets of a topological space X such that 







C . Since 


CC

  

To prove: C is *b-connected 

 Assume that C is *b-disconnected. 

Let BAC  , where A and B are *b-

separated subsets of X . 

Each C is *b-connected and BAC  for 

each   

By theorem 4.9   , 

Either AC  or BC  for each  . 

Therefore AC 





or BC 





for each 

  

That is AC  or BC  …………………(1) 

Since 





C . Let 


Cx

 . Then 

Cx  for each  and So Cx Hence  Ax  

(or)   

Bx . But A and B are disjoint. Therefore x
cannot belong to both A and B . 

 Let Ax , Bx . Then, by (1), BC  . Thus 

we would have AC  . 

This contradicts the fact that C is *b-

disconnected. So C must be *b-connected. 

Theorem: 4.11  Let X be a space such that each 

pair of points in X is contained in a *b-connected 

subset of X . Then X is *b-connected. 

 

 

Proof: 

Let x  be a given point of X and xy   be an 

arbitrary point in X . 

By hypothesis, there exists a *b-connected subset 

yC  containing x  and y . 

Also 

 }:{,}:{ XyCXyCX yy

.Since each yC is *b-connected. 

By theorem  4.10  , 

X is *b-connected. 

Theorem: 4.12 Let C be a *b-connected subset of 

a space X and Let D be a subset such that 

)(* CbclDC  . Then D is *b-connected. 

Proof: 

To prove: D  is *b-connected 

Assume that D  is *b-disconnected. Let 

BAD  . Where A and B are *b-separated 

subsets of X . Then A and B . Since C is 

*b-connected and DC   

BAC   

By theorem 4.9, 

Either AC  (or) BC  . Suppose AC  . 

Then )(*)(* AbclCbcl   

 BAbclBCbcl )(*)(* , Since 

A and B are *b-separated 

But DB  and )(* CbclD  . 

)(* CbclBDB   

Hence   )(* CbclBDBB . 

Therefore,   B .  B  

Which is a contradiction to our assumption. Hence 

D  must be *b-connected. 
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Corollary: 4.13 The *b-closure of a *b-connected 

set is *b-connected. 

 

Proof: 

Let C be a *b-connected set.Take )(* CbclD 

. Since  DCbclC  )(*  

)(* CbclDC   

By theorem 4.10 , D is *b-connected. )(* Cbcl is 

*b-connected. 

Hence *b-closure of a *b-connected set is *b-

connected. 

Corollary: 4.14 

If C is a *b-dense subset of a space X and if C

is also *b-connected, then X is *b-connected. 

Proof: 

Let C be *b-dense in X . 

XCbcl  )(*   )(* CbclC   

)(* CbclXC   

 By theorem 4.13, X is *b-connected. 

Theorem: 4.15 

If YXf : is an on-to *b-continuous map and 

X is *b-connected, then Y is connected. 

Proof: 

Let YXf : be an onto *b-continuous map 

and X be *b-connected. 

To prove: Y is connected. Suppose  thatY is not 

connected 

Let BAY  where A and B are disjoint non-

empty open sets inY . 

)()( 11 BAfYf  
 

)()()( 111 BfAfYf    

)()( 11 BfAfX    

Since f is *b-continuous and A ,B are open sets 

in Y . 

)(1 Af  and )(1 Bf 
 are *b-open sets in X  

   )()()()( 1111 fBAfBfAf
 

)()( 11 BfAfX   where )(1 Af 
 and 

)(1 Bf 
 are disjoint non-empty *b-open sets in 

X . 

X is not *b-connected. Which is a 

contradiction to our assumption. Hence Y is 

connected. 

Theorem: 4.16 

If YXf : is an on-to *b-irresolute map and 

X is *b-connected, then Y is *b-connected. 

Proof: 

Let YXf : be *b-irresolute map and X be 

*b-connected. 

To prove: Y is *b-connected 

Suppose Y is not *b-connected. Let BAY 
where A and B are disjoint non-empty *b-open 

sets in Y . )()( 11 BAfYf  
. 

)()()( 111 BfAfYf   . 

)()( 11 BfAfX    

Since f is *b-irresolute and A and B are *b-open 

sets inY . 

)(1 Af  and )(1 Bf 
 are *b-open sets in X  

   )()()()( 1111 fBAfBfAf
 

)()( 11 BfAfX   where )(1 Af 
 and 

)(1 Bf 
 are disjoint non-empty *b-open sets in 

X . 

X is not *b-connected. 

 Which is a contradiction to our assumption. 

 Hence Y is *b-connected. 
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